Abstract I present the calculation of parity-and time-reversal-violating moments of the nucleon and light nuclei, originating from the QCDθ term and effective dimension-six operators. By applying chiral effective field theory these calculations are performed in a unified framework. I argue that measurements of a few light-nuclear electric dipole moments would shed light on the mechanism of parity and time-reversal violation.
Introduction
Apart from the direct search for new physics in high-energy collider experiments, complementary searches are taking place by performing precision measurements at a much lower energy scale. The focus of this talk is one of these precision experiments, the ongoing and planned searches for parity-and time-reversal-violating (/ P/ T ) moments. The search for electric dipole moments (EDMs) is interesting because the accuracy is high enough to probe energy scales where physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) is expected to appear, but not high enough to actually reach the EDM predictions from the known source of CP violation in the quark-mixing matrix. That is, with current experimental accuracy EDMs are "background-free" probes of unmeasured sources of P and T violation. Hadronic and nuclear EDMs are not SM-free probes because a finite measurement could still be due to / P/ T in the strong interaction parametrized by the QCD vacuum angleθ [1] . The current neutron EDM limit [2] , however, limitsθ to be very small,θ < 10 −10 [3] , such that there is room for / P/ T sources from physics beyond the SM. In fact, the existence of such a source is well motivated by the universal asymmetry between matter and antimatter. In the last decade plans have been made to measure the EDMs of the proton, deuteron, and helion (nucleus of 3 He) directly in storage rings with an expected accuracy exceeding that of the current neutron EDM limit by two to three orders of magnitude [4] . One can think of measurements of the EDMs of other light nuclei such as the triton (nucleus of 3 H) as well. This talk focuses on these proposed measurements. In particular the question whether we can extract from them the fundamental / P/ T source. Some other interesting observables are discussed as well.
Effective field theories
If we assume that new / P/ T originates in a scale considerably higher than the electroweak scale, we can treat the SM as an effective field theory (EFT) and add higher-dimensional operators consisting of SM fields and obeying the SM gauge symmetries. The most important / T operators start at dimension six [5] and are suppressed by two powers of a high-energy scale, M / T , where the new / P/ T physics originates. At the electroweak scale around M W , the mass of the W boson, these operators can contain all SM fields. We lower the energy to a scale M QCD 1 GeV and keep only effective / P/ T operators in terms of light quarks, gluons, and photons (we will neglect the leptons). The effective dimension-four and -six / P/ T Lagrangian around M QCD is given by
in terms of the light-quark doublet q = (u d) T , the photon and gluon field strengths F µν and G a µν , τ the Pauli matrices in isospin space, the Gell-Mann matrices λ a in color space and the associated structure constants f abc , the average light-quark massm = (m u + m d )/2 and quark-mass difference ε = (m d − m u )/2m. The first operator in Eq. (1) is the SMθ term after using an axial U (1) rotation to move all / P/ T into the quark mass and after vacuum alignment [6] . The remaining terms in Eq. (1) are dimension-six operators. The second and third denote, respectively, the light-quark EDMs and chromoEDMs (CEDMs). Although they have canonical dimension five, in order to conserve SU L (2) gauge symmetry they are coupled to the Higgs field at the electroweak scale [7] . Because the EDMs and CEDMs flip the chirality of the quarks we assume the interactions to be proportional to the light-quark Yukawa couplings. We therefore write
in terms of the proton charge e and the dimensionless parameters δ andδ. The fourth term in Eq. (1) is the gluon CEDM (gCEDM) [8] , the fifth and sixth terms / P/ T four-quark (FQ) operators [5] . These terms have coefficients
in terms of dimensionless parameters w and σ 1, 8 . The sizes of δ,δ, w, and σ 1,8 depend on the mechanisms of electroweak and P T breaking and on the running to low energies where nonperturbative QCD sets in. A measurement of any hadronic or nuclear EDM can be fitted by all of the sources in Eq. (1) . An important open question and the focus of this talk is whether it is possible to identify the fundamental / P/ T source from several measurements of nucleon and light-nuclear EDMs. Can we separate the QCD θ term from beyond-the-SM physics? If so, can we also differentiate between the various dimension-six operators?
To answer these questions we need to calculate / P/ T observables in terms of the operators in Eq. (1). This is a difficult problem since it involves nonperturbative QCD. Here we use chiral perturbation theory (χPT), the low-energy (below M QCD ) EFT of QCD. In χPT, instead of quarks and gluons, the effective degrees of freedom are pions and nucleons whose interactions are dictated by the symmetries of QCD and how they are (spontaneously) broken. A particular important role is played by the approximate chiral symmetry of QCD, SU L (2) × SU R (2) ∼ SO(4). Since it is not manifest in the hadronic spectrum (there exists no partner of the nucleon with odd parity), which does have an approximate isospin symmetry, chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken down to the isospin subgroup SU L+R (2) ∼ SO(3). The corresponding Goldstone bosons are identified with the pions whose mass depend on the chiralsymmetry-breaking quark mass, m 2 π = O(mM QCD ). Although an expansion in the strong coupling constant is lost, χPT brings in a new expansion parameter Q/M QCD where Q ∼ m π is the typical energy of the process. Each hadronic interaction is associated with a low-energy constant (LEC) whose size can be estimated by various techniques such as QCD sum rules [9] or naive dimensional analysis (NDA) [10] . Here we use NDA. Ideally, these estimations are replaced by lattice-QCD calculations.
While they all break P and T , the dimension-four and -six operators break chiral symmetry differently from each other and they give rise to different effective interactions. Therefore, each / P/ T source generates a characteristic pattern of relations between different observables. The observation of such a pattern in, for example, nucleon and nuclear EDM experiments would direct us to the dominant / P/ T source at the QCD scale. Once this is known, the next step would be to infer the dominant source at the electroweak scale.
The best way to illustrate this idea is by looking at a subset of the effective / P/ T chiral Lagrangian consisting of two / P/ T pion-nucleon (πN ) interactions
in terms of the nucleon doublet N = (p n) T , the pion triplet π, and the pion decay constant F π = 186 MeV. Both interactions in Eq. (4) break chiral symmetry, but onlyḡ 1 breaks isospin symmetry. Theθ term, a chiral-breaking and isospin-conserving interaction, at low energy inducesḡ 0 directly, but in order to generateḡ 1 isospin breaking needs to be brought in by the quark-mass difference. Applying NDA we find the following scalings [11] 
such thatḡ 1 enters in the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) Lagrangian.
On the other hand the dimension-six qCEDM has an isovector component such thatḡ 0 andḡ 1 are expected to be of similar size. In principle, the same holds for the qEDM but for this source a photon needs to be integrated out in order to generate the πN couplings. The additional cost of α em /4π causes the resulting interactions to be subleading with respect to other / P/ T interactions containing explicit photons.
Finally, the gCEDM and the two FQ operators conserve chiral and isospin symmetry. For simplicity we refer to them as chiral-invariant (χI) sources and use w to denote both w and σ 1,8 : {w, σ 1 , σ 8 } → w. In order for these sources to generate the chiral-breaking πN interactions, the quark mass (difference) needs to be inserted which suppresses the interactions. As a consequence the nonderivative πN interactions in Eq. (4) appear at the same order as χI twoderivative πN interactions. More importantly, χI nucleon-nucleon (NN ) interactions appear at leading order (LO) in the / P/ T NN potential [12] . Apart from / P/ T πN interactions there is no reason to not include other kinds of interactions. The full chiral Lagrangian for theθ term has been constructed in Ref. [11] and for the dimension-six sources in Ref. [13] . It is found that at LO the EDMs of the nucleon and light nuclei depend on six / P/ T interactions [14]
Here we work in the heavy-baryon framework [15] where, instead of gamma matrices, it is the nucleon velocity v µ and spin S µ that appear. The first two interactions in Eq. (6) are the / P/ T πN interactions discussed above. The third and fourth terms are short-range contributions to, respectively, the isoscalar and isovector nucleon EDM. The last two terms are χI / P/ T NN interactions.
Which of these six interactions is relevant depends on the observable we are calculating and on the fundamental / P/ T source. Forθ and qCEDM the / P/ T πN and nucleon-photon (N γ) interactions need to be taken into account, although forθ, as explained above,ḡ 1 is small compared toḡ 0 . For these sources NN interactions enter at higher order. For qEDM, the πN and NN interactions are suppressed by α em and, as a consequence, we only needd 0 andd 1 . Finally, for the χI sources all six interactions appear at LO. These differences between the various / P/ T sources give rise to a different pattern of hadronic and nuclear / P/ T moments.
P -and T -violating moments
We first look at the electric dipole form factor (EDFF) of the nucleon. Forθ, χPT calculations have been performed at LO [3, 16] and NLO [17] . The isovector EDFF appears at LO due to a one-pion loop involvingḡ 0 . The associated divergence is absorbed by the short-range countertermd 1 . At NLO more loops appear but the results are not changed significantly [17] . The isoscalar EDFF at LO is determined solely by the isoscalar short-range termd 0 , such that at this order the isoscalar EDFF is equal to the EDM. At NLO the first pionloop contributions appear which induce the first energy-dependent correction to the isoscalar EDM, i.e. the isoscalar nucleon Schiff moment.
The nucleon EDFF for the dimension-six sources has been calculated within χPT in Refs [17, 18] . For the qCEDM the LO calculation is identical to that of theθ term, because loops involvingḡ 1 vanish at this order. For the qEDM and χI sources, the nucleon EDM is dominated solely by the short-range contributionsd 0 andd 1 . The first contributions to the Schiff moments appear at NNLO in the form of pion loops (χI sources) and short-range contributions (qEDM and χI sources).
We conclude that for all sources the neutron (d n ) and proton (d n ) EDM depend on the two short-range interactionsd 0 andd 1 . Forθ and qCEDM there is additional dependence onḡ 0,1 , but this dependence cannot be separated from the short-range contributions in a model-independent way. For all sources we expect d n and d p to be of the same order of magnitude such that measuring both of them gives no handle on separating the various / P/ T sources. We can use the neutron EDM limit [2] to set limits on the different sources [18] 
We see that EDM experiments probe scales beyond that of the LHC. The nucleon Schiff moments could tell us more about the underlying source. For θ and qCEDM we expect the isovector Schiff moment to be (in appropriate units) of similar size as the nucleon EDM, while, for the qEDM and χI sources, the Schiff moments appear at NNLO. Unfortunately, there is no experimental access to the nucleon Schiff moments and we have to look at other observables in order to determine the dominant / P/ T source.
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 1 Different diagrams contributing to the deuteron EDM. Solid, dashed, and wavy lines represent nucleons, pions, and photons, respectively. A square marks a / P/ T interaction from Eq. (6), other vertices representing LO P T interactions. The crossed vertex represents the deuteron ground state. For simplicity only one possible ordering is shown here. The P T NN potential is inserted, but not explicitly shown, between the photon emission and / P/ T interaction in diagrams (b) and (c)
Triggered by the proposals to measure the EDMs of light nuclei in magnetic storage rings [4] , we turn our attention to these systems. χPT allows the calculations of these EDMs within the same framework as that used for the nucleon calculations. The wave functions of the bound states are calculated from modern high-quality phenomenological potentials. The nuclear / P/ T properties can be calculated by inserting / P/ T currents in the obtained nuclear wave function, or by perturbing the wave function with the / P/ T NN potential and inserting a P T current. The LO / P/ T currents [14] and potential [12] are for all sources calculated from the interactions in Eq. (6) supplemented with the standard P T χPT Lagrangian.
We begin our discussion of light nuclear EDMs with the deuteron. The LO diagrams contributing to the deuteron EDM (d d ) involving the interactions in Eq. (6) are shown in Fig. 1 . Although general light-nuclear EDMs depend on the six LECs in Eq. (6), the deuteron is a special case due to its spin-isospin properties. The deuteron ground state is isoscalar and consists mainly of a 3 S 1 state. Any / P/ T current needs to be isoscalar in order to contribute to d d so only the combination d n + d p appears in diagram 1(a). After perturbing the wave function in diagram 1(b) by a / P/ T one-pion exchange involving the vertexḡ 0 orḡ 1 the wave function will obtain, respectively, some 1 P 1 and 3 P 1 admixture. In the former case, because the P T current coming from the proton charge is spin independent, it cannot bring the wave function from 1 P 1 to 3 S 1 and there is no contribution to d d . Exactly the same argument explains why diagram 1(c), involving the χI / P/ T NN interactions, does not give rise to d d . In total, apart from higher-order corrections, d d is given by [14, 19, 20, 21] In the latter case another / P/ T property of the deuteron could play a role. Because the deuteron has spin 1, apart from an EDM, it has a magnetic quadrupole moment (MQM). The deuteron MQM (M d ) can be calculated along completely similar lines as d d [22] , however, there are a few differences. First, diagram 1(a) is not present because the nucleons themselves do not posses an MQM. Second, the coupling to the photon in diagrams 1(b,c) is due to the nucleon magnetic moments instead of the charge. Because this interaction is spin dependent we find that, contrary to d d , M d does depend onḡ 0 and C 1,2 . Third, for the qEDM, M d is dominated by a / P/ T πN γ interaction not present in Eq. (6) . Details can be found in Refs. [19, 22] , here we only comment on the interesting ratio m d M d /d d where m d is the deuteron mass. For theθ term, we find this ratio to be large (O(10)) while for the dimension-six sources we find the ratio to be O(1) or smaller. We conclude that M d is sensitive to theθ term and that it would be interesting if it could be experimentally probed.
Since so far there exists no method for accurately measuring M d , we turn to the EDMs of the helion (d3 He ) and triton (d3 H ). These systems do not have the spin-isospin filter the deuteron has, such that the EDMs depend on all six LECs in Eq. (6) . However, we find that the contributions fromC 1,2 are smaller than expected by power counting and they play no significant role. This might change for heavier systems where the binding energy per nucleon increases. NeglectingC 1,2 , d3 He and d3 He are found to be [14, 23] d3
d3 H = −0.05 d n + 0.90 d p + 0.15ḡ
Again which of the interactions is important depends on the / P/ T source. For θ, the EDMs are dominated by the contribution fromḡ 0 and the nucleon EDMs appear at subleading order. The same holds for the qCEDM, but the tri-nucleon EDMs depend onḡ 1 as well. Forθ we expect the sum of d3 He and d3 He to lie close to the sum of the nucleon EDMs, d3 He + d3 H 0.94 (d n + d p ), while the difference is expected to deviate from d n −d p . For qCEDM we expect d3 He + d3 H 3d d >> d n + d p . For qEDM and χI sources we expect d3 He and d3 He to lie close to, respectively, d n and d p . We conclude that tri-nucleon EDM measurements could separateθ from the qEDM and χI sources.
Conclusions
We have calculated / P/ T moments of the nucleon and light nuclei within the consistent framework of chiral perturbation theory. At the current experimental accuracies hadronic / P/ T moments can be caused by the QCDθ term or by physics beyond the Standard Model which, at low energies, takes the shape of various / P/ T operators of dimension six. We have shown that measurements of the nucleon, deuteron, helion, and triton EDMs (or a subset) could tell us a lot about the fundamental / P/ T mechanism. In particular a large deuteron EDM with respect to the nucleon EDM would be a clear sign for physics beyond the SM. Additional information could be obtained by measurements of the nucleon Schiff moments or the deuteron magnetic quadrupole moment.
